Abstract: We apply first order perturbation theory to the scalar radiative transport equation for the temporal field autocorrelation function to study DCT and SCOT sensitivity to changes in the Brownian motion of the constituent scattering particles.
Introduction
Numerous methods consider the temporal field autocorrelation function in order to study the dynamical properties of a medium, e.g. diffuse correlation tomography (DCT) [1] and speckle contrast optical tomography (SCOT) [5] . In this paper, we calculate the field correlation function in the transport regime as the solution to the correlation transport equation (CTE) introduced in [1] . We show how perturbation theory can be applied to the CTE in order to calculate the sensitivity kernel relating the variation of the local Brownian motion of particles to the typical data. The Green's function of the standard radiative transport equation (RTE) can be used to construct the sensitivity kernel in the first Born approximation where the correlation time is considered to be the small parameter. We stress that the sensitivity kernel is defined for every point within the scattering medium. The sensitivity kernel is then the Jacobian matrix required in DCT or SCOT in order to perform the image reconstruction [5] . Eventually, we demonstrate how the use of the CTE, instead of the correlation diffusion approximation, is increasing the resolution of reconstructed images of dynamical parts of a scattering medium.
Perturbative solution of the CTE
We consider a multiply scattering medium with moving constituent particles, which can scatter light at the working wavelength. The statistics of laser speckles in the medium can be related to the field autocorrelation function Γ(r,ŝ, τ). This function has been defined in [1] in terms of a Fourier transform of the two-point correlation function for the electric field (we use different notations: Γ instead of G 1 with the symbol G being reserved for the Green's function). What is important for us here is that Γ can be related to measurements of the speckle contrast. Note that Γ depends on the position r, direction of propagationŝ, and the correlation time τ. In a diffusion approximation-based approach, the directional degree of freedomŝ is averaged out. We however do not disregard the dependence of Γ onŝ. In the continuous-wave illumination regime, Γ obeys the stationary CTE
Here µ s and µ t are the scattering and extinction coefficients (assumed to be known), A and ε are the scattering phase function and the source term (the same functions that appear in the ordinary RTE), and γ s is the normalized temporal field correlation function for single scattering (defined in [1] ) with the incoming and outgoing directionsŝ andŝ. Although the CTE is stationary, it contains explicitly the correlation time τ. Moreover, this equation is somewhat different from the ordinary RTE due to the presence of the function γ s altering the scattering direction. The latter is given by [1] In this expression, k 0 is the wave number at the central frequency of the laser (assumed to be quasi-monochromatic) and D B is the Brownian motion diffusion constant. Obviously, this mathematical expansion requires τ to be sufficiently small. Note that D B is a function of r since the medium properties can change. Applying a perturbative expansion to the CTE we arrive to the DCT sensitivity kernel (or equivalently Jacobian)
Results
We now consider the imaging of a scattering medium in the shape of a slab. The scattering and absorption coefficients (µ s = 10cm −1 and µ a = 0.02cm −1 ), and the scattering phase function (for Mie particles with asymmetry parameter g = 0.95 and size parameter x = 7.15) which corresponds to a transport mean free path * = 1/[µ a + (1 − g)µ s ] = 1.92cm are constant inside the medium but the scatterer Brownian motion diffusion coefficient D B can vary in space. The source is a continuous-wave, collimated laser beam incident at some location r A on the surface of the slab and in the direction of the unit vectorŝ A . The presence of motion heterogeneities inside the slab will result in a detectable variation of the measured field autocorrelation function. To evaluate numerically the kernel of Eq. (3) we have to expand all the terms in spherical harmonics and to reduce their product through orthogonality (check [4] for details). Moreover, the reciprocity as in [2] [3] [4] can be applied. See Figure (1) for the comparison of the sensitivity kernel calculated with the CTE and the corresponding P 1 approximation [4] . If a scanning strategy is adopted (see Figure ( 2) for the imaging setup), an increased resolution of dynamically absorbing objects is obtained within the transport regime. This is demonstrated in Figure (3) . To obtain these results, it is necessary to scan the sample with fixed relative position of the source and detector (both in the transmission and reflection geometries the source and detector are aligned).
Conclusions
The application of our method to DCT/SCOT allows the treatment of arbitrary shaped regions filled with particles undergoing Brownian motion. Moreover, arbitrary source-detector separations and orientations can be evaluated with a single simulation. This is important for DCT when many source-detector positions are used. Shortly, we believe that all these results are useful for DCT and SCOT in order to get fast simulations of arbitrary objects and source-detector positions aiming at higher resolution tomographic imaging. The images correspond to the shadow of the dynamically absorbing object. The results are the solution of the CTE in transmission geometry (left column) and reflection geometry (right column). The results for the diffusion approximation (P 1 approximation) is in transmission geometry. The black and white plot shows the model object (straight capillary). The slab thickness is 1 * . Adapted from [4] .
